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MEASURES WITH BOUNDED CONVOLUTION POWERS

BY

BERTRAM M. SCHREIBER^)

Abstract.   For an element x in a Banach algebra we study the condition

(1) sup |jr"|| < oo.

Although our main results are obtained for the algebras M(G) of finite complex

measures on a locally compact abelian group, we begin by considering the question of

bounded powers from the point of view of general Banach-algebra theory. We collect

some results relating to (1) for an element whose spectrum lies in the unit disc D and

has only isolated points on 8D. There follows a localization theorem for commutative,

regular, semisimple algebras A which says that whether or not (1) is satisfied for an

element x e A with spectral radius 1 is determined by the behavior of its Gelfand

transform x on any neighborhood of the points where |jc| = 1. We conclude the

general theory with remarks on the growth rates of powers of elements not satisfying

(1).

After some applications of earlier results to the algebras M(G), we prove our

main theorem. Namely, we obtain strong necessary conditions on the Fourier trans-

form for a measure to satisfy (1). Some consequences of this theorem and related

results follow. Via the generalization of a result of G. Strang, sufficient conditions for

(1) to hold are obtained for functions in L\G) satisfying certain differentiability

conditions. We conclude with the result that, for a certain class 3? of locally compact

groups containing all abelian and all compact groups, a group G e 'S has the property

that every function in L^tfi) with spectral radius one satisfies (1) if and only if G is

compact and abelian.

1. Introduction. Conditions similar to (1) and consequences of it appear in a

number of contexts in analysis. For example, it is known [32], [8, pp. 221-222]

that if A' is a Banach [Hubert] space and G is a uniformly bounded, commutative

group of operators on X, then there exists an equivalent [Hubert] norm on X
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under which every element of G is an isometry. (1) and its consequence, the

boundedness of the sequence yn — n'1 23xk, form one of the bases of ergodic

theory (see [9, pp. 660 ff]). In the analytical theory of semigroups it is shown, via

the Hille-Yosida-Phillips Theorem [9, p. 624], that the infinitesimal generators of

semigroups of operators give rise to families of operators, parameterized by a

real parameter A, which satisfy (1) uniformly in A. Finally, we mention the stability

of linear, finite-difference approximations to the solution of an initial-value

problem in partial differential equations ; we refer the reader to [23] for details.

(1.1) Notation. Given a Banach algebra A and xeA we shall denote the

spectrum of jc in A by spA (x), the spectral radius of x by r(x), the resolvent of x

at A ̂  spA (x) by P(A, x), and the closed subalgebra of A generated by x (and the

identity of A if it exists) as A(x). If A is commutative, JtA will denote its maximal

ideal space. Let Ae = A if A has an identity, and if not let Ae be the algebra A with

the identity adjoined. All algebras will be assumed complex. If A1 is a Banach

space, B(X) is the Banach algebra of bounded operators on X. Let the set of

elements in A which satisfy (1) be 38(A).

If /is a bounded complex-valued function on a set X and P<= X, let \\f\\x

= supX6Z |/(jc)|, E' = X\E, and xe be the characteristic function of the set E. If X

is a locally compact Hausdorff space, denote by C(X), C0(X), and C00iX) the space

of bounded complex-valued continuous functions on X, the space of functions in

C(X) which vanish at infinity, and the continuous functions with compact support

in X, respectively.

For further standard notation and results on operator theory and the general

theory of Banach algebras we shall follow [9], [17], [21], or [24].

(1.2) Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra.

(i) SS(A) is a balanced set. If x,y eSS(A) and xy=yx, and if0<cc<l, then

ax+(l — a)y e S8(A). Thus if A is commutative 36(A) is convex.

(ii) If x,ye3S(A) and xy=yx, then xyeSê(A). Hence 3S(A) is closed under

multiplication if A is commutative.

(iii) Ifxne 38(A) for some positive integer n, then x e 38(A).

(iv) Every element of 3S(A) has spectral radius at most one.

(v) Ifx has norm ^ 1 or spectral radius < 1, then x e 38(A).

(vi) 3SÍA) is contained in the closure of its interior.

(vii) 38ÍA) is closed if and only if it contains every member of A with spectral

radius 1, and it is open if and only if it contains no elements of spectral radius 1.

Proof. @iA) is clearly balanced. Let x,ye38iA), say ||xn||^M, ||jn||^7Y,

n=l, 2,..., with xy=yx, and let 0<a<l. Then

||(«je + (l-a)y|| £ccnM+   2   (^-Al-afMN+il-aYN

Ú MN 2 (¿)«n~ *(!-«)" = MN.
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This says oa:4-(l -<*)>> 6 38(A), and (i) is proven.

(ii) is obvious, as are (iv) and (v). Suppose that xne 38(A), say |xnfc||^M,

k=l, 2,..., and let Af=max1Sp<n \\x"\\. Then for «j = l, 2,... we have m=nk+p

with 0úp<n, so ||xm|| = \\xnk + v\\ ú \\xnk\\ \xp\\úMN, giving (iii).

Let x e 38(A). If x has spectral radius less than one, then by the continuity of the

spectrum [24, Theorem 1.6.16, pp. 35-36] there is a neighborhood of x all of whose

elements have spectral radius less than one and are thus in 38(A) by (v). For x

with spectral radius 1 and e>0, (1 — ¿)x has spectral radius (1 — e)< 1 and hence is

in the interior of 38(A). (vi) now follows from (iv). We have shown, in fact, that the

closure of the interior of 38(A) consists of all elements of A with spectral radius

at most one, and this gives the first half of (vii). The other half follows, again,

from the continuity of the spectrum, (iv) and (v).

Remark. There are, of course, many algebras A in which 38(A) is closed. 38(A)

is open if A is a radical algebra; some less trivial examples where 38(A) is open are

given in §4.

(1.3) Let Ai be the algebra of all functions /(z)=2™=i onzn analytic on the

interior of the closed unit disc D in the complex plane and satisfying |[/||i =

2"=i|a„|<oo (whence fis a continuous function on D). Ai is a Banach algebra

under this norm, and J(Al u {0} is identified with D by point-evaluations. We

now note that Ax "operates" on 38(A).

Proposition. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra and x e 38(A). Then there

is a unique, bounded algebra homomorphism H: Ax^- A such that

(i) (HfjT=f° x,fe Ai, i.e., x is the adjoint of H.

(ii) \\H\\=m(x) = supn±i ||xn||.

Every bounded homomorphism from Ai to A satisfies (i) and (ii) for some x e 38(A).

Proof. If x e 38(A), let H be defined as follows

(2) Hf= 2 anx\   if/(z)= f anz»eAx.
n=l n=l

Then \\Hf\\S2,n=i fa\ \\xn\\ ̂m(x)\\f\\x, so the series (2) is absolutely convergent

in A, and H is a well-defined algebra homomorphism with \\H\\ im(r). Since

Hzn=xn and |z*|i=»l, »=1,2,..., we have \\H\\=m(x). For MeJfA,x(M) e D

by (1.2.iv), and

(HfT(M) = 2 anx(M)" =f(x(M)),      feAx.
71 = 1

H is unique because it is determined by Hz=x. And if H: Ax -*■ A is any homo-

morphism and x=Hz, then ||xn|| g \\H\\, «= 1, 2,..., and H satisfies (2) for this x.

2. Some spectral conditions related to 38(A). Our goal in this section is to

prove, in a somewhat more general form, that a compact linear operator T on a
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Banach space X is in £%(B(X)) if and only if r(T) ^ 1 and each eigenvalue of T of

unit modulus is simple(2). The following is a well-known corollary of [24, Theorem

1.6.12, p. 33]. We let Eis denote the set of isolated points of a subset E of the

complex plane, and BE denotes the boundary of E.

(2.1) Lemma. Let B be a closed subalgebra of the Banach algebra A. Then for

xeB,

(i) spA (x) n {z : \z\ = r(x)} = spB (x) n {z : \z\ =r(x)}.

(ii) [spB (x)r=[spA (x)r n 8 spB (x).

(2.2) Lemma. Let A be a Banach algebra and xe A. Suppose that

®K*)*l,
(ii) s\)A (x) O 3D is discrete in soA (x),

(iii) A(xe¿) is a semisimple algebra, where eg is the spectral projection corre-

sponding to the spectral set spA (x) n 3D. Then x e 38(A)..

Proof. We may assume that A has an identity e. By (2.1), (ii) is satisfied with

s\)A(x) replaced by spMx)(x). We may thus assume that A=A(x), which is, of

course, commutative.

If r(x)<l, then xe38(A) by (1.2.v). If r(x)=l, let sp¿ (x) n dD={Xx,..., An}

and let F=spA (x)\{Xx,..., An}. Let et be the spectral projection corresponding

to the point A¡, i=l,..., «, and e0 the one corresponding to P. Then ex+ ■ ■ ■

+ en = ee, es + e0 = e, and eiej — 8ijet, i,j=0,...,«. By the semisimplicity of the ideal

A(xe¿) = A(x)es in A, we have jce¡ = V¡> í=l,.. .* «• And r(xe0) = supAef |A|<1,

so that xe0 e 38(A). Thus

( 2 xeX  = 111 (xeA = |(*«o)fc+ Î Afe,
\i = 0 / II * = 0 ( = 1

^ l(«0)fcn+ 2 IMIkill = ll(^o)fc||+ 2 Ik*II.    * = i,2,....
i=l i=l

(2.3) Corollary. Let A be a semisimple commutative Banach algebra with

discrete maximal ideal space. Then for xe A, x e 33(A) if and only ifr(x) á 1 -

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma (2.2) and the observation that

since x e C0(^A), (i) implies (ii) in this case.

(2.4) Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra, let xeA satisfying (2.2.i) and (2.2.H),

and suppose that each point of spA (x) n 3D is a pole of R(X, x). Then using the

notation established in (2.2), the following are equivalent:

(iii) A(xee) is semisimple.

(iv) xet = \et,i=l,...,n.

(v) P(A, x) has a simple pole at A¡, /"= 1,..., n.

(2) This result was obtained by Bonsall and Tomiuk [3] using the theory of locally compact

semialgebras. See also [19], [20], [22].
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(vi) For some C>0, \\Rfax)\\ ̂ C(IAI-l)"1, |A|>1.
(vii) x e 38(A).

Moreover, if X is a Banach space andx=Te B(X), then the conditions above imply

that

(viii) A¡ has index 1, so it is a simple eigenvalue ofT,i=l,...,n.

Proof. Again assume ee A. Note that if the e¡ are computed in Ae we in fact

have e( e A, i=\,..., n.

(iii) implies (vii) by (2.2). Suppose (vii) holds, and let C=supnil ||jcn||. Recall

that for |A| > \x\ we have

(3) *(A,*)=2a£t'

and hence

«*.*)!* ï-f^k

^ C2oTÄp^ = C(|A|-l)-\       |A|> |X|.

Since the series (3) is thus absolutely convergent for |A| > 1, it represents the resol-

vent outside D, and (vi) follows.

Fix i'=« and expand the resolvent about A¡ as a Laurent series absolutely con-

vergent in some deleted neighborhood U of A¡ :

R(X,x)=   2   a^A-AO",       A et/,
k= -m

where ake A,   —m^k<co, and a_m^0. Assuming  that (vi) holds, we have

||(A-A,).R(A, *)|áC if |A| > 1 and arg A=arg A,. Thus «i = l.

The equivalence of (iv) and (v) and the implication (v) => (viii) follow from

[9, Theorem VII.3.18, p. 573], which may be put in a general Banach-algebra setting

by considering the left regular representation. Finally, if (iv) holds then

A(xes) = © J A(xet) = © ¿ Ax)ei = C»,
i i

which is certainly semisimple, and the proof is complete.

(2.5) Corollary. Let TeB(X) satisfying (2.2.i) and (2.2.Ü). If (\I-T)Ei is

nilpotent, i=l,..., n (where Et is the spectral projection corresponding to A¡), then

Te38(B(X)) if and only if each A¡ is a simple eigenvalue ofT. In particular, if EXX

is finite-dimensional, i= 1,..., «, then the equivalence holds.

(2.6) Corollary. Let X be a Banach space and Ta compact linear operator on X.

Then T e 31(B(X)) if and only ifr(T) ^ 1 and A is a simple eigenvalue of T for every

Xesp(T)such that |A| = 1.
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3. The localization theorem. We indicate here how partitions of unity may be

utilized to generate elements with bounded powers and prove the localization

theorem. As an application of this theorem we can find the extreme points of 38(A)

for some algebras A.

If A is a Banach algebra and xx,.. .,xne A, let [xx,..., xn] denote the closed

ideal in A generated by xx,..., xn.

(3.1) Definition. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra and / a closed ideal

in A. Let {Ux,..., Un} be an open covering of Jf,=JlfA\hull (/). We shall say that

A contains a partition of unity subordinate to {Ux,..., £/„}ifwe can find c^,.. .,aneA

such that a¡ = 0 on Ji,\Ut, i= 1,..., «, and 2f=i S(= 1 on Ji¡. Recall that if A is

regular and {U0, Ux,..., Un} is an open covering of JlA with i/o compact, then Âe

contains a partition of unity subordinate to {U0,..., Un} such that ax,..., an e A.

(3.2) Theorem. Let I be a closed ideal in the commutative Banach algebra A

such that I, as an algebra in its own right, is semisimple (i.e., In radical (A) = {0}).

Let Â contain a partition of unity ax,...,an subordinate to the open covering {Ux,...,

Un} of J?,. Suppose xx,..., xne 38(A) such that x¡ = xy on Ut n U} and either a¡

or Xt is in I, all i, j. Then there is a unique element xel n[xx,..., x„] such that

x e 38(A) and x = x¡ on U¡, i= 1, 2,..., n.

Proof. Define a function / on J(¡ by f(M) = x¡(M) if M e U¡, i= 1,..., n. If

M e Ut and m is a positive integer, then

f(M)m = Xt(MY = ( 2 àAM))xt(MY =    2    àAM)xAMY
\y=l / U-MeVi)

=  2 &AM)xAM)m.
J = l

Thus if we set * = 2ï a¡xt then x e I n [xx,..., xn] and from the semisimplicity

of/we see that x is the unique element of I such that x=f and that xm = '£aix1l,

m=l, 2,.... Thus

I   n n

||vm||   —      \^   n vm     <     ^v^    WrtW   l|-v-mll
II      II ~   \A,     '  '     —   Z-i   II  'II II   ' II»Ii = 1 II i = 1

which is bounded in m.

(3.3) Localization Theorem. Let I be a closed ideal in the commutative Banach

algebra A such that I, as an algebra, is regular and semisimple. Let xe I with r(x) ^ 1,

and let

(4) Ex = {Me Jit : \x(M)\ = 1}.

Suppose that for each M e Ex there exists xM e 38(A) such that xM = x on a neighbor-

hood ofM. Then x e 38(A).

Proof. Since Ex is compact we can find xx,..., xne A and open subsets Ux,...,

Un of Jti such that xt e 38(A), xt = x on Ut, /=!,..., «, and Ex<= Uxu ■ ■ • u U„.
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For each e>0, let Ex(e)={M : \x(M)\ ^ 1 -«}, and let L/=i/1u--u Un. Then

since x e Cq(J(i) we have Ex(efa U for some e>0. Since Eje) is compact we can

choose an open set t/„ with Ex(e) n U0— 0, U0\J U=JÍ¡, and J(¡\U0 compact.

By the regularity of / choose k e I so that

k(M) = 1    if MeE_x(e)

= 0   ifMelV

Let w be so large that ( 1 - e)m( 1 + || k || „#,) < 1, and set x0 = xm - kxm e I. If M e £Ä(e)

then *0(M)=x(Af)m(l -k(M)) = 0; and if M £ £*(«), then

\x0(M)\ = |x(M)m(l-£(M))| ^ |x(M)|m(l + |/c(M)|) ¿ (l-*rV + $U,) < 1.

Thus x0 e C0(Jf¡) implies that ||x01|^; < 1, and since x0 e I we have x0 e 38(A) by

(1.2.v). And x0 = xm on U0.

Now, referring to (3.1) îe contains a partition of unity subordinate to the covering

{U0, Ui,..., Un} ofJij such that ax,..., an e I. Also, there is no loss of generality

in assuming here that A has an identity, so that Ie<=A. We may now apply (3.2)

to this partition of unity and the elements x0, xx,..., x% and conclude that

xm e 38(A), whence x e 38(A) by (1.2.iii).

(3.4) Corollary. Let A be a semisimple, regular commutative Banach algebra,

and let x,y e A with r(x) = r(y) = 1. Suppose that Ex = Ey and x=y on some neighbor-

hood ofEx (Ex and Ey are as in (4)). Then x has bounded powers if and only if y does.

(3.5) Corollary. Let A be a commutative, semisimple, regular Banach algebra.

Then x e 38(A) is an extreme point of 38(A) if and only if J(A is compact and \x\ = 1

on JtA.

Proof. Suppose first that |J?|=al. Since x is extreme in the unit ball of C(J(A),

it follows that if ye A such that x±ye 38(A), then y=0. Thus y=0, and x is

extreme.

Conversely, suppose x is extreme in 38(A) and |Jc(Af0)| < 1 for some M0 eJ(A.

By the regularity of A we can find y e A such that j>(A/0)^0, y = 0 on a neighbor-

hood of Ex, and \x(M)±y(M)\ < 1 if M $ Ex. Thus (3.4) applies to x and x±y,

and we conclude that x ± y e 38(A), a contradiction.

4. The growth rates of iterates. For a semisimple commutative Banach algebra

A with discrete maximal ideal space we showed in (2.4) that any x e A is in 38(A)

unless the powers of x grow exponentially to infinity. In this section we recall a

class of algebras which serve to show that the rate at which the norms of powers

of an element in a Banach algebra grow to infinity may be chosen essentially

arbitrarily. In particular, it will follow that this sequence of powers may be made

to grow to infinity "more slowly" than any preassigned sequence of numbers.

This same class of algebras also provide us with the examples promised in the

Remark of (1.2) above.
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(4.1) If x is an element in a normed algebra and cu(«) = \xn\, « = 1,2,..., then

the sequence on satisfies

(5) <u(m + n) ^ oj(m)oj(n),       m,n= 1,2,....

Let Q be the set of all positive sequences w bounded away from zero and satisfying

(5), and let Ax be the algebra defined in (1.3). If w e £2, let

A01 = \feAx: \\f\\a = 2 KM«) < oo
I n = l

It is well known that Aa is a semisimple commutative Banach algebra; similar

algebras were first considered by A. Beurling in [1].

Proposition. There exists a commutative, semisimple Banach algebra An with

the property that for every w e Q. there is an x e Aa such that \xn\ =w(n),n=l, 2,....

Proof. For a> e Q,  \\zn\\lû = oj(n), «=1,2,- If we let ^„ = 0 J,aen Aa, the

normed full direct sum of the algebras Aa, then An is semisimple and has the desired

properties.

(4.2) Corollary. Let (<*„)"= i be any positive sequence tending to infinity. Then

there exists xe An such that \xn\ gCan, «=1,2,... and ||jcb|| -*■ co.

Proof. We must construct loeQ such that w(ri) ̂  Can, « = 1,2,... and œ(n) -*■ co.

We proceed by first choosing positive numbers C and r so that 1 < r2 < Can, « = 1,

2,.... By induction one can choose a sequence («m)„ = i of positive integers such

that Can^rm+1 if n^«m and «m + «m.^nm+m-, m, m' — l, 2.Let

oj(n) = rm+x   if nm-¿ n < nm+x,       m =1,2,....

An easy computation shows that a> satisfies (5).

(4.3) Proposition. Let oeQ. such that o>(ri) -+ co but w(n)lln -+ 1. Then 3$(AJ

is open in A^.

Proof. First note that, as in (1.3), JiAa u {0} = spAl0 (z) = D because r(z) =

lim |2»|J/»=lim oAn)lln=l. Letfe Aawitb \\f\\D=l.lnenf=zg(z)witng(z) e(Ax)e,

so

II/1U = lk»«*IL ^ lknUknlli ^«(»)|g"l|D = "(n)^cc.
(4.4) Remark. It would seem to be of interest also to study the growth rates of

iterates in algebras which are not semisimple. It can be shown, for example, that a

result like (4.2) holds for certain algebras of operators. In fact, let if be a separable

Hubert space, and for w e Q. let T be a right-hand weighted shift operator on H

with coefficients

„m "(2) "P)

Then it is easy to see from (5) that ||Pn|| =co(«), « = 1,2,... (3).

(3) Pointed out to the author by L. J. Wallen.
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5. Measures on locally compact abelian groups.

(5.1) Notation. On a locally compact group G, M(G) is the convolution

algebra of finite, complex, regular Borel measures on G, the convolution of p,

v e M(G) being written p * v. M(G) is a Banach algebra under the total-variation

norm; it contains as closed ideals the algebra LX(G) of measures absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to (left) Haar measure on G (which we shall equate with the

Borel-measurable functions integrable with respect to Haar measure) and the alge-

bra MC(G) of continuous measures on G. Haar measure on G will be denoted by

AG, or A if G is understood. pd is the discrete part of a measure on G, and the measure

with mass one at the point x e G will be written Sx ; in particular, Se, where e is the

identity of G, is the identity of the algebra M(G).

If G contains a closed normal subgroup H and if n: G -> G\H is the natural

homomorphism, we shall always assume that the Haar measures on G, H, and G\H

are normalized so that

jj(x)dXG(x)

where

/>(*))

We shall also assume that Haar measures on compact groups are chosen to have

total mass one and on discrete groups so that each point has mass one.

For a function / defined on G letfx be the function given by fx(y)=f(x~xy),

y e G, and let

f(x)=ffa^j.

M(G) has a natural isometric involution ~ given by

ß(E) = p(E~x),       p. e M(G),   E^ G.

Also, for p. e M(G) and x e G let px be the measure px(E)=p(x~xE), E<= G.

If G is a locally compact abelian group, we will use additive notation on G.

The character group of G will be called Y, and the value of the character y at the

point x e G is written (x, y). Of course, the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a measure

P e M(G) is denoted by p., and the groups Z, R, and T have their usual meaning.

GB is our notation for the Bohr compactification of G, i.e., the character group of

rd, the group Y with the discrete topology. We shall assume that AG and Ar are

normalized so that the inversion formula [27, Theorem 1.5.1] holds. For further

standard notation and results we refer to [15], [21], [26] and [36].

Finally, for any locally compact G set 38(M(G))=38(G), and if G is abelian and

P e M(G) such that \p\v^ 1 we define Eu in accord with (4) for the case A = M(G)

and I=LX(G) as

Eu = {yeY: \ß(y)\ = 1}.

= f    fHfax))dXaiHfax)),      feLx(G),
Jgih

f(xy  x)dXH(y),       AG/H-a.e
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If x is in the center of a group G and p e 38(G), then px = 8X * p. e 38(G) by (1.2.ii).

Furthermore, if y is a character of G and pe 38(G), then y pe 38(G) since multi-

plication by y is an isometric isomorphism of M(G) with itself.

(5.2) We shall now mention two applications of our earlier results to measures

on abelian groups; nonabelian groups will be dealt with in §8. The first is a direct

application of (2.3). |£| is the cardinality of a set E.

Theorem. Let G be a compact abelian group and feV(G), lá/><oo. 77ie«

f e 38(LV(G)) if and only if ||/|r= 1- Furthermore, for such anfwe have

lim sup    ||/^||p ^ |£/|.
n-» oo

Proof. Recall that LP(G)^LX(G) and the Gelfand transform for the algebra

L"(G) is just the Fourier transform (e.g., this follows from [21, 39E]). The first

statement now follows from (2.3). Let |[/||rál, and let us use the notation of

(2.2). If £,= 0, then ||/n||p ̂ 0 since r(/)< 1. If £,# 0, let St = {y e Y :f(yi) = Xi},

/=1,..., «. Then e¡ = 2yeSiy, and since ||y||P=l, yeY, we get || c, || p g j «Sj ¡. The

last inequality in the proof of (2.2) then gives

limsup ||/fc||p ̂  2  h|| = J lS'l = \£f\-

(5.3) Theorems (3.2) and (3.3) apply to the algebras A = M(G) and I=LX(G).

Moreover, in this case M(Gy" contains partitions of unity subordinate to coverings

{Ux,..., Un} of T of a more general nature than those discussed in (3.4), i.e.,

without the assumption that some U¡ is compact in Y. For such coverings we then

have, by the proof of (3.2) and the uniqueness of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms, that

if px,..., pne 38(G) such that /x¡ = fi,: on Ut n U¡, i, j= 1,..., « there is a unique

p. e 38(G) with fi=/x¡ on Ut, i— 1,..., n. For example, if ß : Y ->- YB is the natural

injection, {0X,..., 0n} is an open covering of YB, and Ui=ß~x(Oi), i—I, -..,«,

then Md contains a partition of unity subordinate to {Ux,..., £/„}. Another class

of such coverings is given in the following theorem.

Theorem. For i= 1, 2,..., «, let A¡ be a closed subgroup of Y and tt¡: Y ->- r/A¡

the natural map. Suppose that V~t and Yt are open sets in YjA¡ such that V¡ u Y¡

= r/Aj and either V[ or Y{ is compact in r/A,. Let U0 = CX=xit{'1(Yí) and i/,

= n¿~1(Vi), /= 1,..., «. Then {U0, Uu ..., Un} is an open covering of Y which has a

subordinate partition of unity contained in M(GY".

Proof. That {U0, Uu ..., Un} is a covering is clear. Let H{ be the annihilator of

A¡ in G, so that r/A¡ is the character group of Hu /= 1,..., n. If Y{ is compact,

then since y¡'<= K( we can choose pt e Lx(Hi) such that Á= 1 on Y[, p"i=0 on V[,

and O^^i^ 1. (Here p, is the Fourier transform of pt as a function on r/A¡.) If

V{ is compact we choose p{ = 80 —p[ where pi e Lx(Hi) satisfying p\ = 1 on V[,

p[ = 0 on Y¡, and O^plú 1 ; the px then have the same properties as those chosen

in the previous case.
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Now consider L1(/fi) as a subalgebra of M(G) for each i, so that p¡ corresponds

to a measure p, whose Fourier-Stieltjes transform is Ai=Á07ri> i=l,---,n.

Then y $ Ut implies Ai(y)=A(7ri(y)) = 0, i=l,...,n. Let p.0 = (80 — p,x) * ■ ■ ■ *

(80 — p.n). If y $ U0, then y^trkA Yk) for some k á n and hence pAyAy)) = 1 •

Thus /20(y) = 0. Let ^=^0+^!-!- • ■ • +p.n, and let M eJimGy For each /=1,...,«,

either LAHt)^M or we can find y, e r/A, such that ô(M)=f(yt) whenever da

-fd\Ht for some fie LAHt). In particular, for i= 1,..., « we have either /li(M)=0

or /¿i(M)=Ä(y(), so that 0ußt(M)<,l. Thus 0á(So-/xir(M)= 1 -/2,(M)g 1,

/ = 1,...,«, and hence 0^/i0(M)^ 1 also. If ß(M)=/20(M)+ßx(M) +■■■+ /în(M)

=0, we must have ßQ(M)=ßx(M)= ■ ■ ■ =/2n(M) = 0. But ßo(M)=0 implies that

ßt(M) = l for some i'=l. Thus /l(M)/0 for all MeJtM(G) so ^ is invertible in

M(G). The required partition of unity is thus given by the measures ai=p,~1 * /x(,

¡ = 0, 1,...,«.

6. The study of 38(G). We begin this section with our main theorem on locally

compact abelian groups, a necessary condition (6.2) for a set P<= r to be of the

form E„ and for a function on E to be the restriction of ß, for some p e 38(G).

In particular, we may conclude from this description that the measures p. e 38(G)

with Eu # 0 are a relatively small subset of the set of measures p. e M(G) satisfying

||/2||r=l. A number of applications of this theorem follow, including a rather

unsatisfying characterization of 31(G), and we conclude with some results on a

certain lifting problem.

Recall that the coset ring 32(G) of an abelian group G is the smallest Boolean

algebra of subsets of G containing the cosets of all subgroups of G. If £ is a coset in

G, </>: K^- G*, and x0 e K, then <f> is called affine if there exists a homomorphism

$:(K-x0)^G* such that </>(x) = <£(x-x0)+</>(x0), xeK If Se3i(G) and

<f>: S -> G*, then </> is called piecewise affine on S if we can find Sx,..., Sne 3$(G),

cosets Kx,..., Kn in G, and affine maps fa: Kt -> G*, i= 1,..., n, such that

Si^tf,, ^, = fa on Si( i'=l,...,«, and S=SX u • • • u Sn.

(6.1) Lemma. Let G be a compact abelian group and p. e 38(G). Then Eu e 3/t{T)

and ß\Eu is a piecewise affine map of Eß into T.

Proof. Let a be a weak-* cluster point of the sequence (pn)n = i i° exists since

p. e 38(G)). Then

|%)| =  hm  \ß(yf\ = 1        yeE,

= 0       ytEu,   yel\

Setting t7 = ct*ct, we have ■ñ = \a\2=XEl¡', by a well-known result of Cohen [6],

[26, Theorem 3.1.3, p. 60] (see also [18]), Eu e ®(Y).

Let v=p, * -n, so that \v\ = 1 on Eu. Then v, v e 38(G) and v * P=t¡ (for (v * j/)~

= vv~ = \ß\2y = ty. Define T: L\Z) -»■ M(G) by

Tfi=  2 fi(-nV+f(0)v+ 2 An)v\      feLAZ).
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A computation shows that Tis an algebra homomorphism (cf. (1.3)). Moreover,

(TfTfa = 2 n-n)Ky)n+f(0)v(y)+ 2 /W*5F
n=l n=l

= 2 /WWr))""      y ce»
neZ

= 0 y££„

= /(/%)) ye£„

= 0 y££H,   feL\Z),   yeY.

It now follows from Cohen's theorem on homomorphisms of group algebras

[7], [26, Theorem 4.1.3, p. 78] that fi\Eu is piecewise affine.

(6.2) Theorem. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and p. e 38(G). There

exist subsets Ex,...,EnofT,xx,...,xneG, and cx,..., cneT such that

(i) £„ = £1u..-u£n.

(ii) For each l^k^n, Ek has the form

(6) U   a>\ u Ml
i=l  \ i=l /

w«ere the A( are closed (possibly void) cosets in Y such that for each j= 1,..., N

A( is relatively open in Ai0,j=l,..., n(j).

(iii) fi(y) = ck(xk, y),yeEk,k=l,...,n.

Proof. We may consider jiasa measure on GB, in fact an element of 38(GB),

in the usual way. Lemma (6.1 ) then implies that as a subset of YdEß = SX u • • • u SN

as in (6) and that there are affine maps <£,: Aj0 ->■ Tsuch that fi=<f>j on S},j—l,...,

«. Now, Eu is closed since fi is continuous, so £M = Sx u ■ • ■ u Sn. Let Ek = Sk,

k= 1,..., «. Then it was shown in [10], [28] that each of the Ek has the form (6)

as a subset of Y. Moreover, in defining the S, we may assume that for each / and

each z'^1 A{ has infinite index in A¿ (in the obvious sense). It then follows (see

[7, p. 223]) that since fi is continuous each <f>¿ is uniformly continuous on A'0 and

hence can be extended to a continuous affine map <£;: A¿ ->- T. It is clear that such

a map is merely a character of Y multiplied by a unimodular constant; for the

homomorphism associated with the map <¡>¡ is just a character on a closed subgroup

of T, which can be extended to a character of Y, giving <£, the form (iii) by Pontrya-

gin duality. Since fi = <fk on Ek, the theorem is proved.

(6.3) Corollary, (i) Let p. e 38(G) and ck, xk as in (6.2), and let the Ek be

chosen so that Ek={y : fi(y) = ck(xk, y)}, k—l,..., n. Then for each k Ek = Ev for

some v e 38(G) such that v(y) = ck(xk, y), y e Ek.

(ii) Let p. e 38(G), ceT, xeG. Then there exists v e 38(G) such that EV = E¡1 and

t(y) = c(x,y),yeEu.
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Proof, (i) Fix k and let v=\(p.+ck8Xi). Then ve 38(G) by (1.2.i) and v(y) =

ck(xk, y), y 6 Ek. If |i(y)| =i\ß(y) + ck(xk, y)\ = 1, then y e Ek since \ß(y)\ ^ 1.

(ii) Let v=c8x * pi.* ß, and it is clear that v has the required properties for (ii).

(6.4) Corollary. Let fe LAG) n 38(G). Then E, and f\E, are as described in

(6.2) with each Ek being a compact coset in Y.

Proof. Forfe LAG) E, is compact. It was shown in [28, Corollary (1.8)] that a

compact subset of 32(G) is a finite union of compact cosets.

(6.5) Corollary. Let G be connected andfe LAG) n @(G). Then E¡ is finite.

Proof. If G is connected Y is topologically isomorphic with Rn x P, where «

is a nonnegative integer and Pis a discrete torsion-free abelian group [15, Corollary

(24.35), p. 390]. Since E¡ is compact there is a finite set {yx,..., yk}^F such that

EfcRnx{yx,..., yk}. Since F is torsion free, the group generated by yx,..., yk

is isomorphic with Zm for some nonnegative integer m. Thus E, may be considered

as a member of 32(Rn x Zm). The result now follows from (6.4) and the fact that the

only compact subgroup of Rn x Zm is {0}.

(6.6) Corollary [16, Theorem 2.4]. Let p.eM(G) with \\p\\ = l. Then Eu is a

(perhaps void) closed coset in Y.

Proof. Let -n be the idempotent in M(GB) such that í¡=xeu- Then as shown in

the proof of (6.1), if tj^O then ||ij|| = 1. Whence En is a coset in T.

(6.7) Theorem. If \ß\ = 1 on Y, then p. e 38(G) if and only if Y and ß are as in

(6.2). Moreover, in this case the Aj, of (6), whence all the Ek, may be chosen open in Y.

Proof. Suppose that p. e 38(G), and write Eu ( = Y) and ß as in (6.2). Then we

have T as a union of the form (6), and each set in this union has nonvoid interior

if and only if it is open and closed. The Baire category theorem now tells us

that T is in fact covered by the open and closed sets in the union, and we may dis-

regard any others. Finally, note that any open and closed set in 32(G) may be written

in the form (6) with each A|, i^O, being open and closed [7, pp. 223-224], [28,

(1.2)].
Conversely, let t\k be idempotent in M(G) with rjk = XEk, k=l,..., n. Then

n

(7) p- =   2   C"8*>c * Vk,
fc = l

n n

/*■ = 2 <?$?, * Vi = 2 ci"8^. •*•       m = 1, 2,...,
¡=i i=i

giving \\p.m\\ gX=1 ||ijfc|, m = l, 2,....

Remark. Since p.*=p.~1 if |/1|=T, this result is just a restatement of [26, Theorem

4.7.3, p. 93].
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(6.8) Corollary. Let feLx(G) such that ||/||rál and E, is open in Y. Then

fe 38(G) if and only if there exist cosets Ax,...,An of some compact open subgroup

AofY,d,...,cne T, andxu..., xneG such that

(i) £/=A1u---uAn,

(Ü) Ay) = cifa,y),yeAi; /=1,...,«.

Proof. Let fe 38(G). If we apply (6.4) and argue as in (6.7) we obtain Ef as a

finite union of open compact cosets. (i) follows, A being the intersection of the

corresponding open subgroups.

Conversely, suppose (i) and (ii) hold, and let H be the annihilator of A in G,

a compact open subgroup of G. Assume that AG is chosen so that XG(H) = || \h | i = I >

so xh = Xa- It follows that we may write/=g + «, where g, h eLx(G), g * « = 0, g

has the form (7), and ||«||r< 1. Thus/e 38(G) (cf. (2.3)).

(6.9) Example. Let G denote Z(p°°) or the additive structure of the />-adic

number field Qp, for some prime/?. Let/eLX(G) such that ||/||r^ 1,/is piecewise

affine on E, e 38(Y), and E, is perfect. Then/e 38(G).

Proof. We have shown in (6.2) that/piecewise affine on Ef e 38(Y) implies that

f\Ef has the form described in that theorem. Recall that the character group of

Z(px) is the open subgroup Ap of Qp of p-adic integers and that Qp is self-dual

[15, (25.1), (25.2), pp. 400-403]. The rest follows from (6.8) and the fact that

perfect subsets of 3t(Q.„) are open [28, (1.10)].

(6.10) Corollary, p. is an extreme point of 38(G) if and only if fi has the form

described in (6.7). Thus if G is nondiscrete then 38(LX(G)) has no extreme points,

while if Y is connected the extreme points of 38(G) are precisely the measures c8x,

\c\ = l,xeG.

Proof. This is easily recognized as a variant of (3.5).

Remark. It is interesting to compare this result with the well-known facts that

the extreme points of the unit ball of M(G) are just the unimodular multiples of

point-masses, and hence if G is nondiscrete the unit ball of LX(G) has no extreme

points.

(6.11) Proposition. Let p.eM(G) and let A be a closed subgroup of Y such

that r/A is compact. If\fi(y)\ = 1 on y0 + A, then pd¥=0.

Proof. Let dv(x) = (-x,y0) dpfa) and a=v*v. Then ô(y) = \v(y)\2=\fi(y+y0)\2

= 1, y e A. Let H be the annihilator of A in G. Then the map of M(G) onto

M(G/H) (which restricts Fourier-Stieltjes transforms) induced by the natural map

of G onto G/H maps o- to S0. Thus \<r\(H) ̂  So({0}) = 1. Since T/A is compact H is

discrete, so ad^0. Now, ad=vd * vd, so vd^0; and dvd(x) = (—x, y0)dpd(x), whence

(6.12) Corollary. Let G = Ror Tandpe MC(G) n @(G). Then Eu is finite.

(6.13) Proposition. Le/ p, e 38(G), and suppose that for some compact K^G and

infinitely many n, support (pnfaK. Then Eß is open in Y.
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Proof. For notational purposes let us assume the hypothesis holds for all «.

Let vbea weak-* limit point of ((p * /x)")"=1, all of which have support contained

in the compact set K-K=K*. Since y\K* e C(K*), yeY,we have

v(y) = lim |A(y)l2n = XeAy),
n-»oo

which must be continuous. Thus Eu is open.

(6.14) Definition. Let S(Y) = {Ell : p. e 38(G)}. We have shown in (6.2) that

every set in S(Y) is in 32(Y) and, in fact, has the form (6). We now obtain, in (6.20),

a partial converse to this statement. It is clear that S(Y) is closed under translations

and finite intersections, that every open set in 32(Y) is in S(Y), and that every Eu

is a Ga-set.

(6.15) Lemma. Let G be a locally compact group and H a closed normal subgroup

ofG. Then G\H is metrizable if and only if H is a G6 in G.

Proof. Suppose V{=> V2=> ■ ■ ■ are open sets in G such that H=f~\x V{. Choose

an open set Wx <=■ Vx containing ea such that Wx is compact, and choose inductively

W2, W3,... open sets with ea e W^ W^ Wt-xC\ Vh i=2, 3,.... Let Ut=iriWt),

f=l,2,_Then eGIH e (~)x Ut ; let x e C]x Ut. For each i we may choose wt e Wt

so that tt(wí)=x. Since w( e Wt, i= 1, 2,..., the sequence of wx has a convergent

subnet, say wa^y. And since C]x Wt<^Ç\x V, = Hand every subnet of (wt)j°=x must

ultimately be in every Wt, we see that yeH. Thus x=limaTT(wa)=Tr(y) = eGIH,

and we have {eGIH} = C\f Uu so G/H is metrizable [15, Theorem (8.5), pp. 70-71].

The converse is obvious.

(6.16) Lemma. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and A a closed G ¿-sub-

group of Y, and let U be a neighborhood ofO in Y. Then there exists p e M(G) such

that \p\ = l, EU = A, andßsO off A+ U.

Proof. Let H be the annihilator of A in G. By (6.15) the dual T/A of H is metriz-

able. We may choose feLAH) of norm one with £,={0} and/=0 off n(U) = V.

(In fact, let V=> Vx=> V2~=> ■ ■ ■ be open in r/A with f)" ^={0}, and for each i

choose/; e LAH) such that/,(0)= l,/, = 0 outside Vt, and \\fi\\x = 1. Then/=2f 2~%

is the required function.) Then considering dp=fdXH as a measure in M(G) we

have the desired measure^).

(6.17) Lemma. Let A. be a closed Gg-subgroup of Y and A a relatively open sub-

group of A, and let E= A\A. If V is a neighborhood ofO in Y there exists p. e 31(G)

such that EU = E and ß(y) = 0,y$E+V.

Proof. Let H and K be the annihilators in G of A and A, respectively. Let

ttx: Y ->- r/A, 7r2: Y -+ r/A, and n: T/A ^ T/A be defined in the natural way so

(4) Lemma (6.15) is not new; for lack of a reference we have included the proof. Lemma

(6.16) is a restatement of [16, Theorem 1.1], though the proof is somewhat different. We shall

require the form of the measure n (as constructed in our proof) in (6.17).
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that ir o 771=772. Note that 77 is a local homeomorphism since A/A is discrete in

Y/A. Let U=ttx(V) be chosen so that it is a neighborhood of 0 in T/A on which it

is a homeomorphism. As in (6.16) we may find feLx(H) such that ||/||i = l,

£/={0}, and/=0 off -rr(U). Similarly, we may choose geLx(K) with ||g|i = l,

£9={0}, and g=0 off U. Since n is a local isomorphism we may further assume

that g(y)=f° Tr(y), y eU. That is to say, /° it is the periodic extension of g with

respect to the group A/A. (For example, assume Am = Ar/A o w on U and proceed

as in (6.16), noting that for « e L1(r/A) with support a sufficiently small neighbor-

hood of 0 we have (« * h~) ° tt = & * k, where A: = « o 77 on t/and A: = 0 off U. Thus if

/i and gi are analogous to the/¡ in (6.16) let them be of the form/¡=« * h and

gi = k * k for an appropriate choice of«.) Let dp.=fdXH—gdXK. Then

£(y) = /° -"Ay)-g ° "Ay) = (/° "■-£) ° wi(y)

= /° *2(y)      ^i(y) £ £/

= 0 Tr^y) e U.

Thus £„ = A n ttxx(U)' = A\A. Since /2n=/n ° 7r2-gn o fflJ « = l, 2,..., we see that

ju e 38(G). If/l(y)#0, then ^(y) ¿ C/=tt1(K) and 772(y) = -rr ° ^(y) E 7r(t/) = 7r o TTiíF)

=7T2(F). Thus

ye^W^KV^)) = (A+F)\(A+K) c £+K.

(6.18) Definition. Let (7 be an abelian topological group, and let £ and F be

closed sets in G. E and £ will be called uniformly separated if there is a neighborhood

t/ of 0 such that (E+U) n F= 0. Notice that if F is a symmetric neighborhood of

0 such that V+ Fc U, then (£+ V) n (F+ V)=0.

(6.19) Proposition. Let E and F be closed sets in G. E and F are uniformly

separated if either

(i) £ is compact and disjoint from F, or

(ii) £<= Hx and £<= H2, Hx and H2 being distinct cosets of some closed subgroup

HofG.

(6.20) Theorem. Let £=£x u • • • u EN be a closed G ¿-set in 3t(Y) written in

the form (6), and suppose that the Ek are pairwise uniformly separated. Then
EeS(Y).

Proof. Let us first assume A^= 1, so that £= A\(jî At as in (6). Applying (6.17)

and translating, we see that each of the sets St = A\A, is in S(Y), and hence E=SX

n ■ • • n Sne <£(Y). Moreover, we can find a neighborhood V of 0 in Y such that

(5,-1- V) = (A+ V)\(At+ V),i=l,..., n. Then

£+ V <=  f) (Si+ V) = (A+ V)\ Û (A+ V) c £+ F,
j=l i=l

so £+ F=P|" (5'i+ JO- Now applying (6.17) we see that the conclusions of (6.17)

hold for £ and this V.
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We may now treat the general case. Let F be a neighborhood of 0 such that

(i) (Et+ V) n (E,+ V)= 0, iij; i,j=l, ...,N,

(ii) for each i there exists /*, e 38(G) such that EUi = E¡ and ßt(y) = 0,y $ E{+V.

Let p=p.x+ ■ ■ ■ +p.N. It is clear that EU = E, and p,n=p,1 + ■ ■ ■ + PÛ, «=1, 2,...,

so /x e 38(G).

Remark. We are unable to determine whether or not the hypothesis that the

Pi are uniformly separated is necessary or not. For example, we do not know

whether {(x, y)eT2 : x=0 or y=0} is in S(T2) or whether Z u aZ, a irrational,

is in S(R), although both are closed sets in their respective coset rings.

We come now, after a lemma, to the characterization of 38(G) mentioned at the

beginning of this section.

(6.21) Lemma. Let G be a compact abelian group and p, e M(G). Let Ee3$(Y)

andr¡ e M(G) such that í) = xe- The following are equivalent:

(i) p.n * r¡ = (p. * rj)n ->- 0, as « -> co, in the weak-* topology.

(ii) p.n * r¡ —> 0 in the strong convolution-operator topology on LAG).

(iii) For eachfe CiG) such thatfiy) = 0 if —y £ E, we have

f fdp.n = f  ■••  \ f(xx+--+xn)dp.(xx)- dp*(xn)^0
J G J G J G

as n^-ao.

(iv) ¡Gfdpn —> 0 as n —> co for every fie C(G) that is the uniform limit of trigono-

metric polynomials of the form p(x) = 2 - yec CAX, y)-

Proof. If (i) holds, by the Uniform Boundedness Principle there is a positive

number M such that \\p.n * ij|| <M, «=1,2,_Let fie LHG), and for any e>0

choose a trigonometric polynomial p(x) = 2? ct(x, y¡) such that \f—p\x<e¡2M.

Applying (i) to the characters y e Y we see that (p,n * r/)~(y) ->- 0, y e I\ Thus for «

sufficiently large we have

Il m

¡P *Pn * v\\i = ¡2 c^n * vTiYdix, Yi)\

e

2"= 2 N l^n * vT(Yd\ <
¡=i

giving \\f* p." * r)\\x<eM/2M+el2 = E, and (ii) follows. Given (ii), we may again

conclude that (pn * -n)~(y) -> 0, y e Y, and a similar argument, this time requiring

\\f-p\\G<e/2M, yields (i).

It is a well-known fact that the functions/which appear in (iii) are the same as

those which appear in (iv) (see [21,38D,p. 155]). Letfe C(G), and let g(x) =f( - x),

xeG. Then

(8)

r fdp.n * y = r g(-x) dp.» * r,(x) = í r g(-x~y) ¿¿y) ̂ nw
Ja Ja Ja Ja

= J  g*VÍ-x)dp.nix).
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If h(x)=g * r¡( — x), x e G, then

(9) Ky) = (g* r,r( -y)=gfa y)iX - y) = f(y)v( -y),        yeY.

If (i) holds and/is as in (iii), then (9) implies that h=f; whence (iii) follows by (8).

Assume (iii) and let fe C(G). Then h satisfies the hypothesis of (iii), and (8)

gives (i).

(6.22) Theorem. Let G be a compact abelian group and p e M(G). Then p e 38(G)

if and only if p. satisfies the following conditions:

(i) || fi || r iS 1, £tf e 3$(Y), and fi | £H is piecewise affine.

(ii) p satisfies one (and hence all) of the conditions in (6.21) with E= Y\EU and r¡

as in (6.21).

Proof. Suppose p e £%(G). We have shown that (i) holds. Let r¡ = xE- Then

P * -q e 38(G) and [(p * rj)~(y)]n -> 0, yeY, so the only possible weak-* cluster

point of the sequence ((p * v)n)n = i is 0. It follows that (6.21.i) holds.

Now assume (i) and (6.21.i) holds, and let v=p—p*r¡. Then pn=(p* r¡)n+vn,

«=1,2,.... We remarked in the proof of (6.21) that p*-r¡e 38(G), while v has the

form (7) and hence is in 38(G) as shown in (6.7).

(6.23) Corollary. Let G be locally compact abelian and p e M(G). Then p, e 38(G)

if and only if:

(i) || A || r^ 1 and E^ and fi\Eu are as in (6.2).

(ii) p satisfies (6.21.iv) with £=r\£a.

(6.24) Example. On every nondiscrete locally compact abelian group G there

is a measure p e M(G) such that ||£||r< 1 and p $ 38(G).

Proof. In order to show that M(G) is asymmetric Williamson has constructed a

measure v e M(G) such that — 1 á v(y) s¡ 1, yeY, while v(M ) = ± /, say + /, for

some MeJim& [26, Theorem 5.3.4, p. 107]. Let £ be a complex polynomial

satisfying £(0)=0, £(/) = 2, and |£(x)|^a<l if -láx£l. Let p=P(v). Then

llAirá«, while \\pn\\ ̂ \fi(M)n\ =2n, n= 1, 2,.... Note that v e MC(G) so p, e MC(G).

The lifting problem we referred to in the introduction to this section is the

following one : Given H a closed subgroup of G and p e 38(G\H), does there exist

v e 38(G) such that v maps to p in the usual way, i.e., such that v\ A=fi, A the anni-

hilator of H in T ? If such a v exists we shall say that p can be lifted to 38(G). Of

course, if Kc /fc G, K and H closed subgroups of G, and p e 38(G\H) can be

lifted to ^(G), then p can be lifted to 38(G\K). For the remainder of this section

A will denote the annihilator of the closed subgroup H of G.

(6.25) Lemma. Let G = HxK Then any pe38(G\H)=38(K) can be lifted to

38(G). Moreover, if A is a Gö in Y (i.e., the annihilator A of Kis metrizable), then we

may choose v so that £v = £„.

Proof. The first statement is obvious since p itself may be considered as a mem-

ber of 38(G). If A is metrizable we can choose a e M(H) such that ||ct|| = 1 and
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P„={0}. Let v=axp. Then vn = onxp.n, « = 1,2,..., so ve38(G); and v(y) =

°(Yi)ß(Y2), y = (yi, ya) e T=A x A, which gives $(y) = ß(y) if y e A and \v(y)\ < 1 if

y£A.

(6.26) Lemma. Let H be compact. Then any p. e 38(G\H) can be lifted to 38(G)

so that EV=EU.

Proof. This is obvious: simply choose v e M(G) such that v=ß on A and v = 0

outside A.

(6.27) Lemma. If G\H is compact, then every fe38(LAG\H)) can be lifted to

38(LAG)). If Y is metrizable, then we may require Ev = Ef.

Proof. Let fe38(LAGIH)) and choose g e LAG) such that gH=f, a.e. Since A

is discrete we may choose :

(i) an open set U in Y such that Ef^Eg^U and U is compact;

(ii) a symmetric neighborhood W of 0 in Y such that t+ Wa U, TEÍ/nA

and An (W+ W)={0}; and

(iii) a neighborhood V of 0 in Y such that (U+ V) n A= U n A.

Let a eL^G) such that S=l on f/; s = 0 off t/+K, Ogag 1. Let ß eLAG) with

ß(0) = l = \\ß\\x and $=0 off W. If Y is metrizable we may also require Ee = {0}.

Let

k(x) = g(x)-g * <x(x)+ 2 ÀTAX, T)ß(x)>   a.e.
zeAnu

Then

HyT = ¿(y)n0 - ¿(y))n +  2 Ar)"j5(y - r)n,     « = l, 2,..., y e r.

Thus k=fon A, and if T is metrizable Ek = Er. Since ||(g—g * a)~||r< 1, we have

k e 38(LAG)) as in the proof of (2.2).

(6.28) Theorem. Let G be compactly generated. Then every f e 38(LAG\H)) can

be lifted to 38(LAG)) so that Ev = Ef.

Proof. Fix fe38(LAG/H)). Suppose first that G = RpxZ" and Y = RpxT" for

some nonnegative p and q. We may write A = Pr x Zs x T* x F for some Oár+i^/i,

O^rúq, and Pa finite group, in such a way that Y may be written as r = Pp_r_s

xP/xP'xP'xP«-' with Z'cff and F^T9'1. In particular, r=A1xA2, Ax and

A2 being closed subgroups of Y, and there exists a discrete subgroup A3 of A2 such

that A=A!xA3. If A3={0}, our theorem follows from (6.25). If not, we argue

exactly as in (6.27) on A2 by choosing C/cA2 so that Eg<^Ax x U. We arrive at the

definition

kix) = k(xx, x2) = g(xx, x2)-g(xx, x2) * (a(x2) dX2)

+ 2   P(xi)(x2, T)ß(x2),   a.e.,

where the meaning of A2 is clear and p e LAK) (K the annihilator of Ax in G) is
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chosen so that (fiY'(yx)=f(yx, r), yx eAx. The proof is completed as in (6.27),

noting that each/1 e 38(K) since fe 38(G\H) and H^K

In the general case we have by the structure theorem for compactly generated

abelian groups [15, Theorem (9.8), pp. 90-92] that G = R"xZ9xF, £ a compact

group, so r = Rp x T" x D, D being discrete. Let g e LX(G) such that g" =f (a.e.)

and choose yx,.. ,,yne D so that £9<=£px7,(Ix{y1,..., yn}. On each of the

cosets A, = Rp x T" x {y¡} we may, by translating and applying the previous case,

choose a kie38(Lx(RvxZq)) such that ki(y-yi)=f(y), ye An A(, and yt + Eki

= Ef n Aj. Let k e LX(G) be the function whose transform is (cf. (6.26))

Hy) = h(y~Yi)       Y e Ai.    i=l,...,»
= g(y) Y t Ai U • ■ • U An,       y e r.

Then dv = k dXG clearly satisfies all the requirements of our theorem.

7. Some differentiability conditions. We shall generalize the following theorem

of Strang [31] to functions of several variables in order to obtain sufficient condi-

tions for functions/eL^G), G noncompact, to be in 38(G).

Theorem. Let feL\Z) such that feC2(T), ||/||T = 1, and £/={ei9i,..., e*»},

— 7T^ Ok^rr. Assume that for k= 1,..., n there are constants ak, yk, and mk, where

ak e R, Re yk > 0, and mk is an even natural number, such that f(ew) e Cm* in a

neighborhood of Q=6k and

(io) yiry«+v) = ffa"*)exp[iake-ykem*(i +o(i))] as 0^0.

Thenfe38(Z).

Thomée [33] has shown that in case/is analytic the conditions (10) are also

necessary; in fact if/is analytic and does not behave as in (10) near every point

of E¡ then ||/'l||1^Cna for some 0 < a < 1. For some generalizations of these results

see [13], [14], and [34], [29], [30].

To avoid confusion we shall write/" for the nth pointwise power of a function

/on Rr and/(n> for the «th convolution power. Elements of G=Rr will be denoted

by x and those of Y = Rr by y; d\ denotes ^¡dy).

(7.1) Lemma. £e//e CP(R) andn^p. Then

D"fn = 22 fl<i.it"("- !)• • (n~k + l)p-kD^f- ■ ■ &*f,
k = l

the second summation being taken over all choices ofiu..., ik such that 1 ̂ ixé • • •

Ük=P and ii+ ■ ■ ■ +ik=p. The coefficients ah.ifc are independent of fand n.

(7.2) Lemma. Let fe Coo Ci Cr+1(jRr)> m an even natural number. Suppose that

\f(y)\ < 1 ify^O and in a neighborhood ofO

(11) f(y) = ™p(-p(y)+o(\\y\\m))  as y->0,
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where p(y) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m such that Rep(y)>0 ify^O.

Then there exists C > 0 such that

CO \(fny(x)\^Cn-rlm, xeRr.

(ii) \(pr(x)\íCnllm\xj\-ÍT + 1\J=l, ■■■,r; x = (xx,..., xr) e RJ, Xj*0.

Proof. Since / has compact support and satisfies (11) in a neighborhood of 0

there exists a>0 such that \f(y)\ ¿exp (-a||y||m), yeRr. Thus we have by a

change of variables,

K/TWI = (I")"12 f   \fiy)\ndy <. (2tt)-'2 f   exp(-««||^||-)<fy
Jb' Jr'

= (2lr)^LeXP(-0£^l|m)^

which gives (i).

Fix j^r. Integrating by parts r+1 times we obtain (for x¡^0)

(/TW = fr)-«2 f f(yfe-^dy =       '72'r+i f   W\y)e-ixy dy.
Jr' (¿V    xi      Jr'

Assume «^r+1 and apply (7.1) to the integrand above, giving

(12) \(PT(x)\ <. gg 2 nk £ \p~k ô'pf. ..d\*f\ dy,

the summation being taken over all choices of k and ix,..., ik as in Lemma (7.1).

From ( 11 ) we see that /( y) = 1 -p(y) + o( \\ y \\m) as y -> 0. Note that the polynomial

p(y) must have a term of the form a¡yf (a^O). For otherwise every term of p

would have a variable factor other than y¡, and we would have

p(0,...,0,yi,0,...,0) = 0,

contradicting the nature of p(y). Thus d\p is a homogeneous polynomial of

degree m — i, i=l,..., m. By Taylor's formula we have |ô}/0>)| ¿Const ||^||m_i,

i=l,..., m. If m^r+l, we also have S}/bounded, «1+1 ^/^r+1. If we apply

these estimates to the integrals on the right-hand side of (12) we obtain, for any

choice of A: and ix,..., ik,

f   I/""* 8'pfi ■ -fyf\ dy ¿ Const f   exp (-«a|b|")|bll' dy
Jr' Jr'

= Const «-<' + «"» f  exp(-a||j;||m)||j||si/y,
Jr'

where

ß = km — r—l if ik ¿ m

= hm-ix-ih   if 4 ^ m < ih+1

= 0 if m < i'i

^ km — r—l.

This gives

f   \p-k fyfi ■-fyf \ dy è Const nillm)-k [  exp (-a\\y\\m)\\y\\s dy
Jr' Jr'

for each k and ix,..., ik, which when substituted in (12) completes the proof of (ii).
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(7.3) Corollary. Let feLx(Rr) and suppose f satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma

(7.2). Thenfe38(RJ).

Proof. By the inversion theorem and (7.2) we have

(i) \fin)(x)faCn-rlm, xeR\

(ii) fa + xf™(x)\ Í Cnx>™, j=l,...,r;x = fa, ...,xr)e R'.
Adding the inequalities (ii) yields

Cnllm C'nllm

(13) \fn\x)\ í C" g fâ-r       x e R>\{0}.
\xl I "*" ' ' '   '   \Xr\ \\X\\

Let Ar denote the volume of the unit ball in Rr, and note that for any a > 0

r   m-<'+i>¿* = (27T)'-1 r p-*dP = orva.
JIIjcIOo Ja

Thus by applying (i) and (13) we obtain

\n = í»""3 f   |/<n)WI dx = (2tt)-"2[ f + f 1

^ Cin-rlmArnrlm+C2nxlmn-xlm = d/lr-l-C2,       n = 1,2.

(7.4) Lemma. Let p(y) be a homogeneous polynomial of degree m on /?', m an

even positive integer, such that for some s < t Re p(yx,..., ys, 0,..., 0) > 0 unless

y1= ■ ■ ■ =ys = 0. Then there exist positive numbers as+1,..., at such that Rep(y)

+ as+1yT+i+- • • +aty?>0 ify^O.

Proof. This follows from an elementary compactness argument, once it is

noticed that it suffices to obtain the result for y in the unit sphere of RK

(7.5) Theorem. Let f e Lx(Rr), let mu ..., mk be even positive integers such that

mx<m2< ■ ■ ■ <mk, and let 0 =50c51l=5'2cz ... czsk = {l,..., r}. Suppose fe Cm*

n Cr + x(Rr), \f(y)\ < I if j/0, and in some neighborhood U ofO we have

(14) f(y) = c exp [ity-pmi(y)-pmi + i(y)-Pmic(y) + o(\\y\\m*)]

as y -> 0, where |c| = 1, t e R, andpmi,.. .,pmic are homogeneous polynomials satis-

fying the following conditions:

(i) degPi = i, i=mi,...,mk.

(ii) m¡^i<mj+i implies that pt involves only the variables yh with h e S¡, j=l,

...,/fc-l.
(iii) Repmj(y)>0 ify¥=0 andyh=0for all he S^uj^l, ...,k.

Thenfe38(RT).

Proof. We may clearly assume c=l and i=0 in (14). For each j=l,..., k

choose positive numbers a¡¡\ « e S¡-x, such that

*epmi(y)+   2  4ft** > 0
heS,-i
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unless yh=0 for all « 6 53. The af may be chosen by (ii), (iii) and Lemma (7.4).

For yeU,

Ay) = fl exp  - (Pm¡(y) + 2 «W) -Pm,+iiy)-Pm, ♦ x - Ay)
i=l L       V fteSi-i /

+ 2 4*°Jt'**

(pmk(y)+ 2 <$*&) +°(lbl"*)
\ hesk-i I

heSj

■exp

By (i) and (ii) each of the factors f, j= 1,..., k, in this product is of the form (11)

when considered as a function on U¡=U n G„ where G3={ v e Rr : yh = 0 if « £ 5;},

/=!,...,/k. Let </>jeCôo(Gj) such that 0¿^¿1, <^=1 on a neighborhood of 0

and <£,=0 off U¡,j= I,..., k. By (7.3) the functions gj=fj<f>j are transforms on G,

of Z^-functions with bounded convolution powers. If we now consider the g¡ as

functions on Pr which depend only on the coordinates yh, « e St, they become

Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of measures p,f e 38(Rr), j= 1,..., k. Let p.=p-x *•••

* p.k. Then p. e LARr) since p.k e L}(Rr),ß=fon a neighborhood of 0, and p. e 38(RT).

By the Localization Theorem (3.4), fe38(Rr).

(7.6) Corollary. Lei feLi(Rr) such that ||/||B'=1 and Ef = {yx,.. .,yN}.

Suppose that for each v= 1, 2,..., N there is a neighborhood Uv of yv such that

Ayy+y) has the form (14) on Uv and that fe Cm(v) n Cr+1 on C/v, where m(v) is

the corresponding value of mk in (7.5). Then fie 38(Rr).

Proof. We may assume that the Uv are pairwise disjoint and that Uv=yv+ V

for some neighborhood V of 0, v = 1,..., N. Choose </> e Coo(Rr) such that 0 ¿ </> ¿ 1,

</> = 1 on a neighborhood of 0 and <f> = 0 off V. Then the functions gv e LARr) such

that gAy) = <t>(y)Ayv+y) satisfy the hypotheses of our theorem, so g^e38(R'),

v=l, ...,N. Let g(x) = J.x eixy>gAx) (a.e.). Then g e 38(RJ), g=f on a neighbor-

hood of Ef, and |#O0| <\,yt E,. By (3.4), fe 38(K).

(7.7) Lemma. Let H be a discrete group with character group A. Let p be a

positive integer and let P={(f1,..., £p) e T" : f¡= 1 for some i up}- Suppose f is a

function defined on T"x A which vanishes on a neighborhood U of Fx A. Let g be

defined on R"x A by

g(xx,...,xp,y)=f(eixi,...,eix-,y)   if 0 ¿ xt <. 2tt,    i=l,...,p

= 0 otherwise.

Then there exists u e LAZ" x H) with û=fif and only if there exists v e L1(PP x H)

with v=g. Moreover, there exist constants cx and c2 depending only on U such that

whenever u and v exist for some f as above we have \\ u || x <, cx \\ v || x <. c21| « || i.

Proof. The case/? = l and ^={0} is [26, Theorem 2.7.6, pp. 56-57]. The proof

of our lemma is analogous, and we shall omit the details.
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(7.8) Corollary. Let p and q be positive integers and G = Rpx Z". Letfe LX(G),

and suppose f(xx,..., xv, eiai,..., ewi) satisfies the hypotheses of (1.6) onY = Rpx T".

Then fe 38(G).

Proof. The localization property allows us to consider only transforms g on Y

with small supports S which, after translating, may be assumed to satisfy 8<x¡

<2tt — 8, i=l,...,p, (Xi,..., xp, eiei,..., ewi) e S, for some 8>0. We can

then apply (7.7) with H=Z" to consider g as a function on Tp + q and then apply

it again with //={0} to consider g as a function on Rp+q. (7.6) now gives us our

result.

Remark. Every locally compact abelian group G is the direct limit of its com-

pactly generated subgroups, and the form of the extension of the corollary above

to compactly generated groups (cf. (6.28)) and then to arbitrary noncompact G

is clear (cf. [5], [35]). Of course, in light of (5.2) this result can be expected to have

content only for groups G which are not the direct limit of their compact subgroups

(i.e., when Y is not totally disconnected).

8. Unbounded powers in LX(G) and nonabelian groups. We showed in (5.2)

that if G is compact and abelian then every feLx(G) with ||/||r^l is in 38(G).

In this section we prove the converse of this result for a certain class of locally

compact groups, namely that every G in this class for which the above condition

on LX(G) is satisfied must be compact and abelian. We begin with an application

of the results in §2.

For a compact group G and 1 Sp <oo, let £ denote the left regular representation

of LX(G) on LP(G). Then it is well known that for all feLx(G) T, is a compact

operator, and h>=l then ||7>|| = |l/li (cf- t36> PP- 53-54]).

(8.1) Theorem. Let G be a compact nonabelian group and feL"(G), l¿¡p<co.

Then fe 38(LP(G)) if and only if spLP(G)(ffa D and each X e spL»(G)(/) with |A| = 1

is a simple eigenvalue ofTf on LP(G).

Proof. Note that for any p the inequalities j|/n||iá ||/B||pá [/"""iill/llp, n=l,

2,..., show that/E^(L"(G)) if and only if fe 38(G). The fact that Lp(GfaLx(G)

implies firstly that spL\a>(f)<^spLviG)(f) and secondly that the opposite containment

holds also, since any 0^ A e spLp(G)(/) is an eigenvalue of the compact operator T¡.

Moreover, if g e LX(G) is such that

0 = (A8.-/)» *g = X»g+ 2 (£)(-i)kA»-y *g

and A^O, then geL"(G). Thus A e spLi(G)(/) is a simple eigenvalue of Tf on

LX(G) if and only if it is a simple eigenvalue of T, on LP(G). By (2.6) our theorem

holds when p = 1 ; our two previous remarks show that it holds for every p.

(8.2) Definition. A locally compact group G has the strong Lx-power property

(s.Lx-p.p.) if every fe LX(G) with r(f) ^ 1 is in 38(G).

(8.3) Corollary. If G is compact and has the s.Lx-p.p., then G is abelian.
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Proof. Since L2(G) is the orthogonal direct sum of full matrix algebras which

are not all one-dimensional unless G is abelian (Peter-Weyl Theorem), this result

follows easily from (8.1).

(8.4) Proposition. If G has the s.Lx-p.p. so do any open subgroup and any factor

group G\H, H a compact normal subgroup.

(8.5) Lemma. Let G be an infinite abelian group with the discrete topology. Then

G does not have the s.L^-p.p. (cf. (6.24)).

Proof. Suppose first that G=Z, and let feLAZ) such that ||/||r=l and E¡

is an infinite proper subset of T. Then f$ 38(G) by (6.4). Now if G is any group

with an element of infinite order our result follows by (8.4).

On the other hand, suppose every element of G has finite order. Then every

character on Y, given by an element of G, has finite range in T, and it follows that

every piecewise-affine map of Y into T must have finite range. Thus, to complete

the proof of the lemma, we show that there exists fe LAG) such that |/| = 1 and/

has infinite range, and apply (6.2).

We shall construct g e LAG) such that 0 ¿ g(y) á 1, y e Y, and g attains infinitely-

many values. We then set/=ei9. To construct g, let (//n)™=1 be a strictly increasing

sequence of finite subgroups of G with Hx = {0}. Let an be the order of Hn and An

its annihilator in Y, so that ( An)™= x is a strictly decreasing sequence of compact

open subgroups of Y. If gn = a;1XHn, thengn = XA„ and ||g„||1 = l. Letg=2i°° 2~ngn.

Then the range of g is {2™ 2"n : m = l, 2,...}.

(8.6) Theorem. Let G be a locally compact abelian group with the s.Lx-p.p.

Then G is compact.

Proof. G contains an open subgroup G0 of the form R"xF for some nonnegative

integer/? and compact group P. If G is not compact, then eitherp>0 or G/G0 is

infinite. If p>0 then (8.4) would imply that R" has the s.L1-p.p., which is absurd

(6.5). And if /> = 0, so that G0 is compact, then (8.4) would imply G/G0 has the

s.Z^-p.p., contradicting (8.5).

(8.7) Definition. Let 'S denote the class of all locally compact groups G with

the following structure: G has an open subgroup G0 of finite index whose commu-

tator subgroup has compact closure.

Remarks, (i) In particular 'S contains all compact groups and abelian groups.

(ii) A locally compact group G with center Z(G) is called a Z-group if G\Z(G)

is compact. Grosser and Moskowitz have shown [11, Corollary 1, p. 331] that the

commutator subgroup of every Z-group has compact closure. Thus every Z-group

is in 'S.

(iii) C. C. Moore has recently shown that any locally compact group G with

the property that every irreducible unitary representation of G is finite dimensional

is an inverse limit of finite extensions of Z-groups, and Robertson [25] has shown

that this implies G e'S. For further relationships of this type see [12], [25].
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(8.8) Theorem. Let G be a locally compact group and H an open subgroup whose

commutator subgroup has compact closure. If G has the s.Lx-p.p. then H must be

compact and abelian. Thus if G e & then G has the s.Lx-p.p. if and only if it is compact

and abelian.

Proof. Apply (8.4) and (8.6).

We conjecture that a locally compact group has the strong L1-power property

if and only if it is compact and abelian.
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